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Keaton Energy: 300tph Coal Washing Plant

Glencore: Mototolo Platinum Concentrator Plant



BACKGROUND AND APPROACH
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• G4 Engineering and Project Services (G4eps) is a boutique consulting firm specialising in project 
management services, engineering, design, construction and co-ordination for minerals processing and 
infrastructure projects. Since our inception in 2008, our versatility and focused skills have enabled us to 
be better equipped to respond to our clients’ needs. 

• G4eps has extensive and diversified experience in design, operations and project management

• We have an exemplary track record at leading organizations and have the required expertise and 
knowledge to make a significant difference to any project. 

• G4eps’ proven ability to complete tasks skilfully and reach decisions promptly during design or execution 
phase, is a testimony of our exceptional time management, organisational ability and personalised 
dedication to our clients. 

• G4eps has the capacity and ability to strategically plan and successfully coordinate complex operations. 
Our proven ability to solve problems through applying analytical thinking with strong strategic and 
operational leadership, reinforced by solid ethics, extensive knowledge and valuable experience, makes 
us an astute, results-oriented leader in our field.

• G4eps prides itself on its ability to provide clients with a complete package that delivers on both cost 
efficiency and performance, encompassing preliminary and final feasibility studies, through to plant 
design, construction and commissioning. 



SERVICES
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G4eps offers services specially designed 
to provide the most efficient solutions to 
each client’s needs, be they studies or 
projects. 

The key to our success is the quality and 
experience of our staff. Our staff 
complement covers the following core 
services:

• Scoping studies

• Pre-feasibility studies

• Bankable feasibility studies

• Metallurgical process development

• Cost engineering and procurement

• Detailed engineering

• Project execution

INDUSTRY EXPERTISE

• Our engineering and project 
management staff offer a vast level of 
experience in the mineral resource 
industry. 

• This covers all mineral types and the 
most modern extraction and 
processing techniques.

Stuart Coal – 450tph Coal Processing Facility 2014
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The capability profile of G4eps is 
both globally widespread and diverse 
in terms of commodity and process.

G4eps’s commodity experience 
includes:

• Fossil Fuels

• Base metals

• Ferrous metals

• Precious metals

• Industrial minerals

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE 

G4eps has extensive experience in the 
following processes:
• Materials handling
• Leaching
• Comminution (crushing / grinding)
• Heavy/Dense media separation
• Gravity concentration
• Carbon-in-leach
• Flotation
• Filtration
• Elution
• Reagents
• Environmental controls
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The G4eps team has an impressive  
track record of working in many 
countries in Africa, these include: 

• South Africa

• Mali

• Ghana

• Zambia

• Namibia

• Tanzania

COUNTRIES
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Health and safety continues to be a primary 
area of focus for G4eps and it is the 
responsibility of all employees to maintain 
safety standards and act responsibly on site.

•SAFETY – STRIVING FOR ZERO HARM

PHYSICAL 
ENVIRONMENT

Equipment

Construction

Tools

Operations

PEOPLE AND 
RESOURCES

Leadership

Values

Attitudes

Behaviours

SYSTEMS, TOOLS AND 
ASSESSMENTS

Risk assessments

Legal Compliance

Safety Audits

Safety Reporting

Zero Harm – Safe Working Environment

The Group’s safety record is excellent 
and our recent achievements exceed 
what is generally accepted as the 
norm.

PLAN IMPLEMENT IMPROVEMONITOR
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One of G4ep’s key skills is the interpretation of testwork results and the development of 
the most suitable process design for each individual project. This phase of a project is 
supervised by our experienced process engineers, ensuring that the entire procedure is 
optimal for the project.

•METALLURGICAL PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
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PROCESS ENGINEERING

G4eps’s process engineering skills include:

Evaluation of 
testwork

Generation of 
process options

Develop process 
flow diagrams 

(PFD)

Develop piping and 
instrumentation 
diagrams (P&ID)

Develop Process 
engineering and 

design

Process trade off 
studies

New or improved 
mineral process or 

system
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Through in-house resources and 
associations, G4eps develops the 
engineering and design from early 
concepts and initial evaluations, through 
to detailing and execution. 

The design team includes civil, structural, 
mechanical, electrical, instrumentation 
software and piping engineers with the 
relevant draughtsmen.
A team is designated for each project and 
a close working relationship between this 
team and the client ensures that the 
highest possible engineering standards 
are attained and applied.

DETAIL ENGINEERING AND DESIGN

G4eps makes use of world class software and 
procedures to execute the work, including:

• Prokon for civil and structural design
• Strap Rebar Mode 
• Autodesk Inventor for mechanical design
• Autodesk Inventor for piping design and 3D modelling
• Autodesk Vault
• ETAP for electrical design
• In-house developed systems
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The systems G4eps typically use are:

• MS Project – scheduling with custom S-curve 
generator

• In-house developed procurement & costing 
system

• Customised timesheet system

• SharePoint – web-based project document 
control (project website)

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

G4eps’s project management capabilities provide a well-disciplined and systematic 
approach to project execution. In order to ensure successful project completion, on time 
and within budget, we co-ordinate the various disciplines, while conforming to the 
required quality and safety standards.

We base our systems and procedures on PMBOK guidelines, which are consolidated in 
our Quality Management System. This ensures logical project execution processes to 
guide the Project Manager in delivering the project efficiently and professionally.
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G4eps’s construction management skills include:

• Site safety and environmental management plans
• Earth and Civil works
• Structural steel and Platework erection
• Piping installation
• Mechanical erection / installation
• Electrical and instrumentation installation
• Quality control
• Industrial relations
• Site administration

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

G4eps’s approach to construction and project management differs significantly from other 
engineering companies. G4eps uses its own construction teams for key execution projects 
with a fast-track nature. This has allowed G4eps to complete these difficult projects on time 
and within budget.

For other projects, G4eps uses its skilled construction managers and supervisors to manage 
local or regional contractors, when available to construct metallurgical processing plants. 

On EPCM type contracts our construction teams manage selected sub-contractors on behalf 
of the client, making use of industry best practices to control the budget and schedule.

Harmony Gold: Kusasalethu Elution Plant Project 2013
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Plants designed and constructed by G4eps are commissioned by a specialised commissioning 
team, with the assistance of our client’s plant operators. The commissioning team works with 
design engineers during plant commissioning, and is responsible for hand-over to the client. 
These engineers will provide training to the client’s engineers and operating staff.

COMMISSIONING

G4eps’s team of experienced cost engineers have access to a detailed database of applicable 
costs and unit rates. G4eps’s ongoing projects are updated onto this database. G4eps has 
identified the leading suppliers in the various fields and boasts the purchasing power to 
negotiate the best prices and deliveries for clients.

This guarantees that each project is equipped with the latest technology of the highest 
standards. Professionals in procurement and contract administration work closely with the 
project managers and discipline engineers to ensure the best equipment suppliers and sub-
contractors are secured. Our expediting team monitors the performance of these suppliers, 
ensuring that delivery dates are met.

COST ENGINEERING AND PROCUREMENT

DRY HOTWET
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A Quality Management System (QMS) is in 
operation throughout G4eps. Our project teams 
are fully committed to quality improvement and 
understand the long-term importance of achieving 
and maintaining consistently high standards. This 
system can be further adapted to meet any 
specific client requirements.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

G4eps employs project-planning 
specialists who interface with each 
project team, providing reliable and 
precise information to project 
management on a current, historical and 
projected basis.

PROJECT PLANNING

• Interactive in-house design, costing 
and planning with client input

• Creating economic value for our 
clients by focusing on technical 
innovation, lateral thinking and 
attention to detail

CLIENT FOCUS

Incentivised EPCM:
• Shared savings
• Open book fee structure
• Time and cost incentive
• % of profit on risk
LSTK Projects
• Fixed commercial fee
• Time and cost incentive
Staged EPC
• Fix after engineering and procurement sign-off
• Lower contingency benefit
• Lump sum nature

CONTRACTING METHODS
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• High quality metallurgical solutions

• Responsive approach to client requirements

• Cost effective solutions

• Preliminary investigations

• Metallurgical testwork and supervision

• Scoping studies

• Pre-feasibility and bankable feasibility studies

• Process plant design

• Infrastructure design

• Design optimisation and new technology 
evaluation

• Procurement and logistics

• Construction of metallurgical process plant

• Construction of infrastructure

• Commissioning

• Process and performance guarantees

• Ongoing consultancy

G4eps’s CAPABILITY PROFILE

Goldfields: Kloof Growth Project (Gold) 2012
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CONTACT DETAILS

299 Pendoring road
299 Pendoring Office Park
Building 4 Ground Floor
Blackheath
Randburg
Gauteng
South Africa
2170

T.: +27 11 678 6561
F.: +27 86 655 9547
Email: info@g4eps.co.za
Website: www.g4eps.co.za

Stuart Coal – 450tph Coal Processing Facility 2014
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